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ABSTRACT

Projections for twenty-first-century changes in summertime Sahel precipitation differ greatly across models

in the third Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3) dataset and cannot be explained solely in terms

of discrepancies in the projected anomalies in global SST.

This study shows that an index describing the low-level circulation in the North Atlantic–African region,

namely, the strength of the low-level Saharan low, correlates with Sahel rainfall in all models and at the time

scales of both interannual and interdecadal natural variability and of the forced centennial trend.

An analysis of Sahel interannual variability provides evidence that variations in the Sahara low can be a

cause, not just a consequence, of variations in Sahel rainfall and suggests that a better understanding of the

sources of model discrepancy in Sahel rainfall predictions might be gained from an analysis of the mechanisms

influencing changes in the Sahara low.

1. Introduction

As a global mean temperature increase in response

to increasing atmospheric greenhouse gases becomes

more certain (Meehl et al. 2007b), new challenges emerge:

to reach similar certainty regarding the response of other

climatic variables, first and foremost of precipitation, and

to describe the climate response at the regional level.

Important disagreements remain with regards to the

regional precipitation response to global warming. Dif-

ferent numerical climate models give very different an-

swers (Neelin et al. 2006; Christensen et al. 2007). The

African monsoon is a case in point (Cook 2008). The

models of the third Coupled Model Intercomparison

Project (CMIP3) used for the Fourth Assessment Re-

port (AR4) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) disagree on the sign of future anomalies

in the Sahel (see Fig. 1 and Biasutti and Giannini

2006; Cook and Vizy 2006; Lau et al. 2006). Although

the median difference between the last 25 years of the

twenty-first and of the twentieth century (21C 2 20C;

Fig. 1, bottom) is at most a few percentage points of the

annual precipitation, the wettest and driest models pre-

dict August changes of about 8% of total annual rain-

fall—a change of about 30% from current August values.

If one of the extreme projections were to be realized,

they would greatly affect the environment and the live-

lihood of the people living in the Sahel. Therefore, even

though the median anomalies are small, the simulations

of Sahel climate change require close scrutiny.

Plausible explanations have been proposed for pro-

jections of both a worsening drought and a substan-

tial increase in rainfall. The mechanisms that control

changes in Sahel rainfall variability at the interannual
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and interdecadal time scale can be used to interpret the

global warming signal: on one hand Hoerling et al.

(2006) point to the reversal in the anomalous cross-

equatorial Atlantic sea surface temperature (SST) gra-

dient as the global warming signal intensifies as the

cause of a predicted recovery in Sahel rainfall. On the

other hand, Held et al. (2005) show a very robust drying

in the Sahel even in the presence of a reversal of the

Atlantic gradient and attribute it to either a uniform

warming or a warming of the Indian ocean (Held et al.

2005; Bader and Latif 2003): a warmer ocean would

produce a warmer troposphere in the entire tropical

band and more stable conditions over Africa, leading to

a reduction of rainfall over the Sahel (Giannini et al.

2008; Herceg et al. 2007).

Biasutti et al. (2008) look at preindustrial and twen-

tieth- and twenty-first-century simulations in the CMIP3

coupled models and explore whether the same paths of

SST influence on Sahel rainfall that are responsible for

its interannual and interdecadal variability are relevant

for the long-term, forced change. In that study, a linear

statistical model that predicts variations in Sahel rainfall

from variations in the tropical Atlantic meridional gra-

dient of SST and in the tropical Indo-Pacific SST is

trained on the simulations of natural variability during

preindustrial times and shown to be skillful at predicting

Sahel natural variability in both the twentieth and

twenty-first centuries in a majority of models. When the

same linear model is applied to the forced component

of Sahel variability, it is successful in reproducing the

FIG. 1. CMIP3 simulations of (top) 20C Sahel rainfall and (bottom) 21C 2 20C Sahel rainfall change

(% of total annual rainfall) as a function of calendar month. The solid line and open squares show the

mean anomaly, the gray vertical bars represent the 25th and 75th percentile, and the stars are the

maximum and minimum values. The thick black line in (top) is observations for 1975–98.
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centennial trend in rainfall during the twentieth century,

but not—for many models—during the twenty-first. As

a summary of the results of Biasutti et al. (2008), we

show here (Fig. 2) the simulated trends in the tropical

Atlantic gradient and in Indo-Pacific SST, plotted

against the corresponding trends in Sahel rainfall. In

both cases, there is no correspondence between the

SST and the rainfall trends across the CMIP3 dataset.

Biasutti et al. (2008) conclude that either nonlinearity

and details of the SST anomaly pattern are of para-

mount importance in deciding the sign of future rainfall

anomalies or, more likely, other forcings besides SST

are playing a role.

Another approach for explaining future trends in

the Sahel involves the mechanism responsible for the

seasonal development of the ‘‘elementary’’ monsoon

(Webster 1987). According to this argument, an amplifi-

cation of the land–sea thermal contrast (which is ex-

pected under global warming; Houghton et al. 1996;

Sutton et al. 2007) will deepen the thermal low over the

Sahara, amplify the monsoon circulation, and bring more

moisture, creating positive rainfall anomalies inland. A

sensitivity experiment (Haarsma et al. 2005) shows that

this mechanism applies to the National Center for At-

mospheric Research (NCAR) model and can therefore

explain that model’s projection of a wetter Sahel in the

future. We have plotted the Sahel rainfall trend against

two relevant measures of the twenty-first-century trend in

land–sea thermal contrast (Fig. 3): the gradient in surface

equivalent potential temperature between the Sahara

and the southern tropical Atlantic Ocean (Eltahir and

Gong 1996; Emanuel 1995) and the difference in sur-

face temperature between the Sahara and the tropics

(e.g., Haarsma et al. 2005). The expected relationship

between stronger land–sea thermal contrast and stronger

monsoon rainfall does not hold. Not only do all models

simulate an enhanced land–sea contrast while simulating

both positive and negative rainfall trend, but the Geo-

physical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) models

simulate the strongest thermal contrast (at least by one

measure), while simulating the strongest drying in the

Sahel.

In summary, intermodel variations in the trends of

either SST or land–sea thermal contrast cannot straight-

forwardly explain intermodel variations in Sahel rain-

fall trends. In trying to make sense of how disparate

Sahel rainfall projections come about, this study ex-

amines the circulation changes that are linked to local

rainfall changes. In the next section, we briefly intro-

duce the datasets and describe our methods. In section

3 we present the trends in Sahara geopotential, an

index of local circulation changes, and suggest that

FIG. 2. CMIP3 simulations of 21C trend in summer [July–September (JAS)] Sahel rainfall (mm

day21 century21) and in (left) tropical Indo-Pacific SST (208S–208N, 508E–908W; units of 8C century21)

and (right) bulk cross-equatorial meridional gradient in tropical Atlantic SST [north (78–308N, 708–208W)

minus south (208S–78N, 408–58E); units of 8C century21]. The best linear fit lines are calculated using all

data (dotted) or excluding four models with extreme anomalies (dashed). The four models are the GFDL

CM2.0 (circle) and 2.1 (square), MIROC(medres) (star), and NCAR CCSM3 (diamond).
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changes in the intensity of the Sahara low might be a

good predictor for changes in Sahel rainfall. In section

4 we look at the Sahara–Sahel relationship at interan-

nual time scales to make the point that independent

variability in the Sahara can be a source of variability in

the Sahel. In section 5 we discuss the implications of

our results for the question of how to interpret different

projections of climate change in the Sahel and offer our

conclusions.

2. The datasets

To compare model results to observations, we take

advantage of the following datasets: for precipitation

we use the gridded product (3.758 3 2.58; 1900–96) of

the Climate Research Unit at the University of East

Anglia (Hulme 1992); for sea level pressure we use the

Hadley Center product (available on a 58 3 58 grid;

from 1871 to 1998; Allan and Ansell 2006); for winds

and geopotential height, we use the National Centers

for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)–NCAR rean-

alysis (2.58 3 2.58; starting in 1949; Kalnay et al. 1996);

the observed Niño-3.4 index (encompassing the area

58S–58N, 1208–1708W) is taken from Kaplan et al.

(1998).

In this study we focus on the CMIP3 simulations of

the twentieth century (20c3m integrations in the data-

set, hereafter 20C) and on one scenario for the twenty-

first century [the first 100 years of the Special Report on

Emissions Scenarios (SRES) A1B integrations, here-

after 21C] by 24 coupled models (one single run per

model). The 20C runs are forced by the historical an-

thropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases and sulfate

aerosols and (for a subset of the models) by other an-

thropogenic and natural forcings. The 21C simulations

assume a middle-of-the-road increase of greenhouse

gases that stabilizes at 700 ppm and sulfate aerosols

emissions increasing up to 2020 and decreasing after-

ward. We will focus on the difference between the last

25 years of the twenty-first century and those of

the twentieth century (hereafter referred to as the 21C

2 20C difference), the linear trend over the twenty-

first century in the 21C simulations (or simply, the

trend), and the variability at time scales shorter than

the trend, calculated by linearly detrending the first

100 years of the 21C simulation (for brevity, interannual

variability).

A full description of the CMIP3 integrations and a

comprehensive assessment of the models can be found in

Meehl et al. (2007a), Gleckler et al. (2008), and Reichler

FIG. 3. CMIP3 simulations of 21C trend in summer (JAS) Sahel rainfall (mm day21 century21) and in

(left) bulk meridional gradient in surface equivalent potential energy (K century21) between the Sahara

(208–308N, 208–358W) and south tropical Atlantic (208S–equator, 308W–108E) and (right) surface air

temperature (8C century21) over the Sahara minus the tropical average (308S–308N). The best linear fit

lines are calculated using all data (dotted) or excluding four models with extreme anomalies (dashed).

The four models are the GFDL CM2.0 (circle) and 2.1 (square), MIROC(medres) (star), and NCAR

CCSM3 (diamond).
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and Kim (2008). [Integrations are made available to the

community by the Program for Climate Model Diag-

nosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI) through their Web

site (www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/model_documentation/

ipcc_model_documentation.php), where a full descrip-

tion of the models can be found.]

The performance of the CMIP3 dataset in simulating

African climatology and variability has been described

in previous studies (Cook and Vizy 2006; Biasutti et al.

2008; Lau et al. 2006) and will not be evaluated in

detail here. While biases of individual models are

substantial in the representation of both the climatol-

ogy and the variability, all models capture the basic

pattern of the climatological rainfall progression in

North Africa—although the annual cycle is not as

peaked as the observed (see Fig. 1, top; for more detail,

see Biasutti et al. 2008)—and most models capture, in a

broad sense, the observed relationship between Sahel

summer rainfall and tropical SST (the Atlantic SST

gradient and, less consistently, the Indo-Pacific SST;

Biasutti et al. 2008; Lau et al. 2006). Moreover, most

models produce a dry Sahel at the end of the twentieth

century (compared to the preindustrial climate), in

agreement with observations (Biasutti and Giannini

2006).

Our intention in this study is both to shed some light

on the mechanisms that can cause a long-term change in

Sahel rainfall and to offer some suggestions as to why

different models project different changes in this region.

To understand the climate dynamics involved, we will

turn to the mean or median of the CMIP3 models, which

has been shown to be more accurate than any single

model (Gleckler et al. 2008). To provide a sense of the

range of results simulated, we single out (among the 24

models used for this study), four models with extreme

Sahel rainfall anomalies: two that produce a dryer Sahel

in 21C [the GFDL Climate Model version 2.0 (CM2.0)

and version 2.1 (CM2.1), which will be referred to as

‘‘dry’’ models] and two that produce a wetter Sahel

fModel for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate,

medium-resolution version [MIROC(medres)] and NCAR

Community Climate System Model, version 3 [CCSM3],

‘‘wet’’ modelsg.
The simulations of the GFDL models were analyzed

by Held et al. (2005) in detail and are of particular in-

terest because on one hand they provide very realistic

simulations of the present global mean climate (Reichler

and Kim 2008) and of the twentieth-century Sahel

variability (capturing both the timing of the drought

and its intensity) and on the other hand are outliers in

their projections for large twenty-first-century drying.

Various studies (e.g., Held et al. 2005; Biasutti et al.

2008; Lau et al. 2006) have shown a strong sensitivity

of both the coupled and uncoupled versions of the

GFDL models to SSTs in the direction of strong Sahel

drying in response to a uniform warming of the tropical

oceans.

A previous version of the NCAR model was used by

Haarsma et al. (2005) to project increasing future rain-

fall in the Sahel. They interpret the wet anomalies as the

consequence of stronger monsoon winds, which are in

turn a response to a strengthened land–sea temperature

contrast and a deeper thermal low. In an additional ex-

periment, they showed that enhanced heating over the

Sahara alone was sufficient to sustain this mechanism. In

simulations of the Sahel, the NCAR model is also an

outlier, because it does not link Sahel rainfall interan-

nual variability to global SST (Biasutti et al. 2008). The

MIROC model was singled out by Cook and Vizy (2006)

as producing one of the best simulations of the twentieth-

century climate in West Africa; their analysis shows that

the future increase in Sahel rainfall is associated with

a westerly flow enhancement, as it is true for observed

positive fluctuations on shorter time scales (Grist and

Nicholson 2001).

3. The Sahara low: Forced change

We now explore how the CMIP3 models simulate the

fundamental relationship between Sahel rainfall and

monsoon circulation at the time scales of the forced

climate change. As an index of the regional circulation,

we select the geopotential height averaged over the

Sahara (208–308N, 108W–358E) minus the tropical mean

height at the same level. At low levels, this index well

describes the strength of the Sahara low.

The median 21C 2 20C anomaly in geopotential

height over the Sahara minus the tropical mean average

as a function of pressure levels and calendar month is

displayed in Fig. 4. During the winter half of the year,

the anomalies are positive up to about 200 hPa and are

strongest at 400 hPa. During the summer months, the

most prominent feature is the strengthened Sahara low

below about 700 hPa, with weak positive anomalies

above.

A comparison of the vertical structure (below 250 hPa)

of the 21C 2 20C change in Sahara geopotential height

(Fig. 4) to that of the 20C annual cycle (Fig. 5) suggests

a future strengthening and deepening of the climato-

logical low-level Sahara low during summertime but a

reduced baroclinicity in winter and fall. These fea-

tures are consistent with our understanding of the

mean Sahara low as a thermal low, driven by land–sea

thermal contrast, and with enhanced warming of the

landmasses, which enhances the land–sea contrast in

summer and reduces it in winter. Above about 250 hPa,
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the 21C 2 20C anomalies reinforce the existing annual

cycle.

The four models that we are singling out for analysis

agree with the median model in a qualitative way, but

they differ greatly among themselves. This suggests that,

while an enhanced land–sea thermal contrast will gen-

erate a stronger low in all models, the structure of the

anomalous low in the geopotential field may depend

on more than the land–sea contrast in temperature

and may determine the sign of the associated Sahel

rainfall anomalies. In the two ‘‘dry’’ models (Fig. 6, left),

the strengthening of the Sahara low is limited both in

intensity and in vertical extent; conversely, the ‘‘wet’’

models (Fig. 6, right) simulate much stronger negative

anomalies in the lower half of the troposphere, with

positive anomalies in the upper half to match. A hori-

zontal view of the low-level geopotential height anom-

alies (Fig. 7) shows that the ‘‘dry’’ models center the

negative anomalies in the Arabian Peninsula and simulate

positive anomalies both in the Sahel and western Sahara

and, more strongly, in Europe, while the ‘‘wet’’ models

simulate a large-scale low that extends from the Sahara

into Europe and western Asia. Cook and Vizy (2006)

have noted that in the climatology of the GFDL models

the surface thermal low and midlevel Saharan high

structure, along with its associated circulation features,

is located too far to the east—thus both GFDL models

completely miss the southerly flow throughout the middle

and lower troposphere north of 108N. It appears that the

same limitation might influence the GFDL simulation of

21C 2 20C anomalies.

The relationship between more negative Sahara geo-

potential anomalies and more positive Sahel rainfall

anomalies holds across all models of the CMIP3 dataset.

Figure 8 shows the linear correspondence between

trends in the Sahara low (at 925 hPa) and Sahel rainfall.

We do not claim that the trend in the Sahara low can

by itself explain all intermodel variations in the Sahel

rainfall trends; if that were the case one would expect

that models that project negative Sahel rainfall anoma-

lies would also project positive Sahara geopotential

anomalies, which does not occur (at most, as seen

FIG. 4. Median 21C 2 20C difference in Sahara (208–308N, 108W–358E) mean minus tropical (308S–308N) mean

geopotential height, as a function of calendar month and pressure level.
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for the GFDL models, the anomalies over the Sahara

are split between a deepened low to the east and an

anomalous high to the west). The strength of the low

might be more relevant for models such as the NCAR

CCSM3 that have weak connections between Sahel

rainfall and SST (Biasutti et al. 2008) and less relevant

for models with a stronger Sahel–SST connection, such

as the GFDL models (Held et al. 2005; Biasutti et al.

2008). The correlation coefficient between projections

of Sahel rainfall trends and projections of the strength of

the Sahara low is about 0.5; while this still leaves 75% of

the intermodel variance in Sahel rainfall unexplained, it

is a much stronger relationship than those with either

SST or land–sea contrast (cf. Figs. 2 and 3 to Fig. 8) and

suggests that the Sahara might be a useful predictor of

Sahel rainfall.

4. The Sahara low: Interannual variability

An analysis of the 21C 2 20C anomalies can only de-

scribe the equilibrium situation, in which rainfall anomalies

are consistent with circulation anomalies, but provides

little insight on causality. To investigate the question of

whether changes in the Sahara low and monsoon circu-

lation can be an independent source of anomalies in

Sahel rainfall, we now turn to the dynamics of interannual

variability in this region.

Figure 9 shows that the correlation between Sahel

rainfall and the Sahara low is significantly (at the 95%

level) negative in nearly all of the CMIP3 models1 and

remains negative in both the twentieth and twenty-first

centuries and independently of whether forced vari-

ability (with the centennial trend retained) or only in-

ternal variability (detrended time series) are present

in the time series. The correlation between Sahel rainfall

and the Sahara low would imply that the basic dynamics

of the annual cycle—whereby monsoon rainfall follows

FIG. 5. Median annual cycle of 20C Sahara (208–308N, 108W–358E) mean minus tropical (308S–308N) mean

geopotential height, as a function of calendar month and pressure level.

1 Note that geopotential data for the Meteorological Institute

of the University of Bonn (MIUB) ECHAM and the global

Hamburg Ocean Primitive Equation (ECHO-G) model were not

available to us.
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the development of the continental low—plays a role

at these longer time scales. The robustness of this

relationship suggests that we can indeed use the Sahel–

Sahara relationship at interannual time scales as a model

for interpreting the 21C 2 20C changes.

In the remainder of this section we describe the

summertime Sahara–Sahel relationship at interannual

time scales, in observations and the CMIP3 models,

and show that the patterns of interannual anomalies

are similar to the 21C 2 20C changes. We then analyze

FIG. 6. The 21C 2 20C difference in Sahara (208–308N, 108W–358E) mean minus tropical (308S–308N) mean

geopotential height, as a function of calendar month and pressure level in (left) ‘‘dry’’ models and (right) ‘‘wet’’

models.
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the Sahel–Sahara relationship at different lead and

lag times to show that variations in the Sahara low

are not just a consequence of Sahel rainfall (a Gill-

like response to the associated latent heating;

Gill 1980) but can indeed force variations in Sahel

rainfall.

Figure 10a shows the observed correlation of the

detrended Sahel rainfall index with the low-level

(925 hPa) geopotential and wind. The main feature of

the rainfall–geopotential correlation is the dipole be-

tween the Pacific sector and the Atlantic–Indian sector;

this pattern is essentially the Southern Oscillation

pattern, as expected given the well-established rela-

tionship between Sahel rainfall and El Niño–Southern

Oscillation (ENSO; e.g., Janicot et al. 2001). One fea-

ture that differentiates the correlation map of Fig. 10a

from the Southern Oscillation index (SOI) pattern

(besides the strength of the dipole) is the strong nega-

tive correlation of Sahel rainfall with geopotential

height over the Sahara and over the northern tropical

Atlantic, a feature that persists even if ENSO is regressed

out of the time series (shown by the contour lines in

Fig. 10a). The pattern of correlation with the wind vectors

confirms that—at interannual time scales, just as at the

annual time scale—the monsoon rainfall depends on the

development of the continental low: enhanced rainfall is

linked to a cyclonic circulation around the Sahara and

northern tropical Atlantic with strong convergence into

the Sahel.

The correlation between Sahel rainfall and the low-

level circulation in the CMIP3 models is depicted in

Figs. 10b,c, which describe the ensemble-mean corre-

lation and a measure of intermodel agreement. The

latter (Fig. 10c) was produced as follows: the correla-

tion between the Sahel rainfall index and geopotential (or

winds) was calculated for each model, and a value of one

(negative one) was assigned at each gridpoint for which

the simulated correlation was significantly positive (neg-

ative) at the 95% level. The ensemble mean and the

agreement pattern are similar to the observed pattern of

correlation. The models reproduce the observed rela-

tionship between Sahel rainfall and both the Southern

Oscillation and the local low over the Atlantic ITCZ and

the Sahara.

FIG. 7. The 21C 2 20C difference in JAS 850-hPa geopotential height with the tropical mean removed (light lines are 62, 64, 66;

thick lines have a contour interval of 8 m) and precipitation [light (dark) shading denotes anomalies greater than positive (negative)

1 mm day21].
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We know that interannual-to-interdecadal variability

in Sahel rainfall is driven by SST anomalies: El Niño, a

negative Atlantic meridional gradient, and warming of

the Indian Ocean have all been associated, in observa-

tions and models, to drought over the Sahel. Previous

analysis has also shown that these relationships are

replicated by the CMIP3 models (e.g., Lau et al. 2006;

Biasutti et al. 2008). Therefore, the simulated pattern of

correlation with the SOI pattern and with the tropical

Atlantic is not surprising. There is one region where the

models are at odds with observations: over India, China,

and most of Indonesia, the models link positive Sahel

rainfall anomalies to a low-level high, while the obser-

vations show the opposite sign relationship. This error is

not corrected by regressing out the ENSO signal.2

The local correlation with the Sahara is a major fea-

ture of Fig. 10b, as expected given that the Sahel–Sahara

low correlation is significant and negative for all but

three models (Fig. 9). Still, the pattern of the correlation

can differ across models (not shown). For example, the

‘‘dry’’ models associate Sahel rainfall not as much with a

proper Sahara low as with two lows, one over the eastern

Sahara and the Mediterranean and one extending over

the Atlantic—a splitting of the Sahara low that is remi-

niscent of these models’ positive and negative 21C 2

20C geopotential anomalies over the Sahara (see Fig. 7,

left). In contrast, the ‘‘wet’’ models associate increased

Sahel rainfall with one, large-scale low pressure center

extending over the entire northern Africa, again in a

fashion consistent with the 21C 2 20C anomalies (Fig. 7,

right).

We expect that rainfall anomalies can cause local

circulation anomalies (e.g., Gill 1980). As argued by

Haarsma et al. (2005), the opposite may also be true:

variability in the Sahara low may be an independent

source of variability in the Sahel. To make this case, we

calculate the correlation between the Sahel rainfall in-

dex and the Sahara low at different lead and lag times

and compare it with the autocorrelation of the Sahel

index itself. We do this both for observations (taking as

an index of the Sahara low the value of sea level pres-

sure, instead of 925-hPa geopotential height, in order to

have access to a century of data) and for the CMIP3

models. Figure 11 shows a summary of this analysis: for

each panel the Sahel rainfall for a certain calendar

month (June through October, spanning the rainy sea-

son) is taken as the base index for which lead and lag

correlations with Sahel rainfall and Sahara low are cal-

culated. For observations, we show the correlations

themselves; for the CMIP3 models, we plot both mean

correlations and the number of models that produce

significant positive or negative correlations (at the 95%

level).

The patterns of lag–lead correlation in each single

model (not shown) and, to some degree, in observations,

are noisier (i.e., not as consistent from month to month)

than those obtained by combining all models in the

CMIP3 dataset, but overall both models and observa-

tions paint the same picture. The Sahel rainfall shows a

memory of about one month (autocorrelations are sig-

nificant in most models for one month lag or lead but

drop off for longer gaps). The instantaneous correlation

between the Sahel and the Sahara indices is negative for

all months but is stronger during the core and the end of

the rainy season (August through October). If such in-

stantaneous correlation were just an indication of a re-

sponse over the Sahara to anomalies in Sahel rainfall,

we would expect the lagged correlations to mirror the

FIG. 8. CMIP3 simulations of 21C trend in summer (JAS) Sahel

rainfall (mm day21 century21) and in the difference in 925-hPa

geopotential height (m century21) between the Sahara (208–308N,

208–358W) and the tropical band (308S–308N). The best linear fit

lines are calculated using all data (dotted) or excluding four models

with extreme anomalies (dashed). The four models are the GFDL

CM2.0 (circle) and 2.1 (square), MIROC(medres) (star), and

NCAR CCSM3 (diamond).

2 We have taken Niño-3.4 as an ENSO index for the models as

well, although model biases might make this a less than optimal

choice to characterize ENSO in the CMIP3 models.
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autocorrelation of the Sahel index. Instead, the corre-

lation between the Sahara and the Sahel is more often

significant (and sometimes is maximum) when the

Sahara leads by a month and, in most cases, it is negli-

gible and even positive when the Sahara lags. We in-

terpret this pattern of correlations as confirming that

variability of the Sahara low can be a driver of variability

in Sahel rainfall.

The spatial pattern of the lead–lag correlation be-

tween the August Sahel rainfall index and the low-level

geopotential is shown in Fig. 12. The observed patterns

are somewhat different if one uses the longer sea level

pressure record (which might not be very accurate at

the beginning of the record, especially in the interior of

the Sahara Desert) or uses the reanalyzed 925-hPa

geopotential height. Nevertheless, observations, rean-

alysis, and the CMIP3 models suggest a similar pattern

of low-level circulation anomalies in response to Sahel

rainfall anomalies. When the Sahel leads (Fig. 12, top

panels), the correlations over the Sahara are weakest

(in the reanalysis) or positive (in observations and the

models), while over the rest of the globe (not shown)

the pattern does not change appreciably depending on

the lead or lag, as one would expect if the remote cor-

relations were mediated by the influence of SST, and

would therefore present a certain amount of persis-

tence. This indicates that Sahel rainfall anomalies can

at most induce simultaneous circulation anomalies, but

there is no feedback that would prolong the memory of

such anomalies to the subsequent month. A compari-

son of the pattern of 0-lag correlation (Fig. 12, middle

panels) with that for the Sahel index lagging by a month

(Fig. 12, bottom panels) reveals the geopotential

anomalies that are caused by contemporaneous Sahel

rainfall anomalies. Both observations and the CMIP3

models indicate that positive Sahel rainfall anoma-

lies intensify negative low-level geopotential height

anomalies over Western Sahara and the adjacent At-

lantic Ocean. Instead, the correlation between Sahel

rainfall lagging and the Sahara low leading is as strong

as the 0-lag correlation, consistent with the Sahara low

being a source of variability for the Sahel and with the

effect of Sahel rainfall anomalies being limited to the

west.

The dynamical response to a precipitation anomaly in

the Sahel can be understood partly using simple models

such as the steady, linear shallow water equations on the

equatorial beta plane subject to a localized mass source

and Newtonian damping on the mass and velocity fields

(Matsuno 1966; Webster 1972; Gill 1980). Figure 13

shows the results of a calculation using this ‘‘Gill

model,’’ with an imposed heating whose dimensions are

chosen to be very roughly representative of a strength-

ening or weakening of the mean Sahel rainfall. The

model is the same as that used in Bretherton and Sobel

(2003).3 As is standard, length is nondimensionalized

by the equatorial deformation radius and time by that

FIG. 9. Correlation between the Sahel rainfall index (JAS rainfall averaged over the area between 108 and 208N and 208W and 408E) and

the Sahara low index [the difference between Sahara average (208–308N, 108–308W) and tropical average (308S–308N) geopotential at

925 hPa] in (left) 20C and (right) 21C. Circles indicate correlations between detrended time series, squares between unfiltered time series.

Interannual correlations above 60.16 are significant at the 95% level.

3 It is not the version in which the weak temperature gradient

approximation is made, but it is equivalent to the original

Gill (1980) model, except that the longwave approximation is not

made.
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FIG. 10. (top) Observed correlation between detrended Sahel index and 925-hPa geopotential height

(shading interval is 0.1) and winds (westerly and southerly directions indicate positive correlations; only

vectors for which at least one component is larger than 0.2 are plotted; the unit vector is plotted in the lower

right corner). The thick solid (dashed) contour indicates the 0.3 (20.3) correlation level with a time series

of 925-hPa geopotential from which the variability associated with ENSO has been removed. Correlations

above 60.21 are significant at the 95% level. (middle) As in (top), but for the CMIP3 mean correlation.

(bottom) Number of models with significant correlation between the detrended Sahel index and 925-hPa

geopotential height and winds (units of %; shading interval is 15%; contour is 630%; reference arrow

is 100%).
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FIG. 11. (left) Observed correlation between detrended Sahel rainfall and sea level pressure over 1900–98. (center) Mean CMIP3

correlation and (right) number of models with significant correlation between the 21C detrended monthly Sahel index and (open, left bars)

itself or (filled, right bars) the Sahara 925-hPa geopotential height. In each panel the Sahel index is taken for a different calendar month

(June–October; from top to bottom), and the correlations at 0 lag are marked by a gray background.
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divided by the gravity wave speed. With that non-

dimensionalization, the heating (mass source) is

M 5 cos
px

(2s
x
)

� �
exp
�(y� y

0
)2

(2s2
y)

" #
, jxj, s

x
, (1)

M 5 0, jxj. s
x
, (2)

where y0 5 1, sy 5 0.2, and sx 5 1. The nondimensional

damping coefficient on both the momentum and mass

equations is 0.15. The domain is a channel, periodic in

x with length 20 and with rigid walls at y 5 610. The

model is otherwise standard; further details are given in

Bretherton and Sobel (2003).

Figure 13 shows that the response in the geo-

potential field to the meridionally narrow, off-equa-

torial heating is displaced to the northwest. The

response is not very sensitive to the damping coeffi-

cient, which is the main free parameter in the calcu-

lation. Decreasing that coefficient causes the

geopotential anomaly to spread further westward,

while increasing it substantially is probably not real-

istic since the value 0.15 corresponds to a damping

FIG. 12. (left) Observed correlation between detrended August Sahel rainfall and sea level pressure over 1900–98; (center) correlation

of observed Sahel rainfall and the 925-hPa geopotential height; (right) number of models (expressed as percentage) with significant (95%

level) correlation between the 21C detrended August Sahel index and 925-hPa geopotential height. (top) The Sahel index leads (and the

geopotential lags) by a month; (middle) the 0-lag correlations; (bottom) Sahel rainfall lags by a month. Dark (light) grays and dashed white

(solid black) contours indicate negative (positive) correlations, the shading interval is 0.15 for observations and 15% for the models; the

zero line is the thick white contour.
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time of only a few days. The westward displacement is

expected from Gill (1980) and other studies, but differs

from the spatial relationship between Saharan geo-

potential anomalies and Sahel precipitation apparent

in Fig. 10, in which the Saharan geopotential anomalies

lie directly to the north of the Sahel precipitation

anomalies.

The above analysis of interannual variability suggests

that positive rainfall anomalies in the Sahel can be

driven by negative low-level geopotential anomalies in

the Sahara, especially in eastern Sahara. We suggest that

what holds at interannual time scales also holds at the

time scale of the forced trend. If a sufficiently strong,

large-scale low over the Sahara were to occur in response

to twenty-first-century forcings, it might be strong enough

to counteract the effect of the SST warming, leading to

a net increase in Sahel rainfall. To be able to under-

stand the ultimate source of the discrepancy in the

CMIP3 projections of Sahel rainfall, we need to close

the circle and understand what can cause different sim-

ulations of the Sahara low. This is the focus of our cur-

rent research.

5. Summary and conclusions

The subject of this study is the relationship between

summer rainfall in the Sahel and the low-level geo-

potential low over the Sahara. We suggest that varia-

tions in the Sahara low can force rainfall anomalies

at time scales from annual to centennial, and there-

fore that the sources of climate change in the Sahara

should be considered alongside changes in SST in order

to understand the origin of discrepant projections for

the twenty-first-century Sahel rainfall in the CMIP3

dataset.

We have shown that intermodel variations in the

21C 2 20C Sahara low anomalies correspond to those in

Sahel rainfall: models that do not simulate a strong low

(even in the presence of strong land–sea temperature

contrast) project strong drying, while models that sim-

ulate a low that extends over the Mediterranean and the

Middle East project wetting (section 2). The fact that

there is a correspondence between changes in Sahel

rainfall and the Sahara low, as defined by geopotential,

while no such correspondence can be found with the

land–sea thermal contrast, indicates that the details of

the anomalous low (its vertical depth and its horizontal

extent) are, on one hand, important for the Sahel and, on

the other hand, not fully determined by the land–sea

thermal contrast.

The lead–lag relationship between Sahara and Sahel

at interannual time scales indicates that the Sahara low

can force interannual variability in the Sahel with a

lead time of one month. This behavior of the CMIP3

models is consistent with observations [see our analysis in

section 3 and a recent study by Nicholson and Webster

(2007)].

In the annual cycle, the driver of the Sahara low

is obviously solar radiation, both directly over the

Sahara and through its influence on the surrounding

SST (Biasutti et al. 2003). At interannual time scales,

we expect the proximate sources of variability to

be internal atmospheric dynamics and tropical SST.

What drives changes in the Sahara low at the time scale

of the trend? A definite answer to this question is

outside the scope of this study, yet we can postulate

that all that affects the Sahara low at shorter time

scales might affect its trend: first, as in the annual cycle,

a direct radiative forcing, in this case from both

greenhouse gases and aerosols, possibly modified

by local land–atmosphere feedbacks; second, as

FIG. 13. The low-level geopotential response (thick solid line) to a negative heating forcing

(thin dashed line) in a Gill-like model (see text for details).
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suggested by a preliminary analysis of interannual

variability, changes in the tropical SST and in the

midlatitude jet.

Previous studies have focused on the role of SST

trends in forcing rainfall trends in the Sahel. We have

shown that the Sahara low is a skillful predictor for Sahel

rainfall changes and that land–sea thermal contrast

alone does not control those characteristics of the low

important for the Sahel. We suggest that direct radiative

influences and midlatitude influences on the Sahara low

must also be explored, alongside the role of SST, if we

want to explain the disparate projections for Sahel

rainfall in the CMIP3 models’ simulations of the twenty-

first century.
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